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Abstract

Today, mobile devices are capable of providing services
instead of just being service consumers. These services de-
ployed on mobile devices are known as Mobile Web Services
(Mob-WS). In this paper, a middleware for long running
Mob-WS that avoids the overheads of long durational syn-
chronous Mob-WS in introduced. A concept and archi-
tecture of such asynchronous Mob-WS middleware is pre-
sented. Moreover, the middleware subsystem, the high-
level architecture and control flow are presented in detail.
Since every service has application specific requirements,
the service data representations that eases the service de-
ployment process are described. In order to verify the no-
tion, a prototype with a focus on Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) has been developed and briefly discussed. Finally,
the manuscript is concluded and future research directions
are identified.

1 Introduction

The term “Mob-WS” cannot be given any standard defi-
nition, since it depends on the domain and context it is used
in. However, in order to provide and publish Mob-WS, just
like traditional Web Services, it is important to ensure their
conformance to the Web Services standards and integration
with the standard underlying communication infrastructure
and protocols. Since the traditional Web Services are self
contained software components that are identified by a Uni-
form Resource Identifier (URI) [2], therefore Mob-WS shall
be developed and deployed in a way that coincides with the
official definition of Web Services. Within the scope of this
work, Mob-WS are defined as Web Services that are de-
ployed on mobile devices and are published over the Inter-
net, wireless network or within the operators’ network.

In this paper, a concept and architecture of a middleware
for asynchronous Mob-WS is introduced to perform long-
lived operations. The work is based on the existing Mob-

WS framework first presented in [6]. Since synchronous
Mob-WS are not a feasible choice for long durational tasks,
therefore a need for asynchronously accessible Mob-WS
arises. In section 2, black-box architecture of the middle-
ware is presented and the generic control flow is explained.
Section 3 elaborates the deployment process and discusses
the data representation requirements. Furthermore in sec-
tion 4 a proof-of-concept prototype for WSN optimization
is briefly presented. Performance measurement results are
explained in section 5 followed by conclusion and future
directions in section 6.

2 Asynchronous Services’ Middleware

The asynchronous Mob-WS middleware provides a
foundation to develop and deploy asynchronous long-lived
services, not asynchronous messaging. This is because
asynchronous messaging does not necessarily implies that
the deployed services are asynchronous in nature. Since
asynchronous services start and continue to perform their
tasks over a longer duration of time, therefore, the need to
be able to monitor and control such services becomes es-
sential. In this section, the high-level architecture is pre-
sented since the focus is solely on the concept and architec-
ture. The implementation and further technical details are
planned to be published in a separate paper.

The concept of Mob-WS involves two basic roles,
termed as Web Service Consumer (WS-C) and Web Ser-
vice Provider (WS-P). Within the context of this work, we
will focus on Peer-to-Peer (P2P) interaction, where both the
WS-C and WS-P are mobile nodes.

2.1 High-Level Architecture and Control
Flow

In order to build a system of asynchronous Mob-WS
three different types of endpoints are defined to cater three
distinct roles. These are the Instance, Factory, and Observer
components which form a subsystem within the middleware



architecture. Figure 1 and 2 illustrates the interaction be-
tween these three components.

Involving the three components, a typical sequence of in-
teraction within the subsystem of the middleware is as fol-
lows:

1. Observer sends a new service instance creation mes-
sage to Factory containing a context data along with
its Endpoint Reference (EPR).

2. Factory creates a service instance, having a corre-
sponding unique EPR. The EPR of the Observer is also
passed to this service instance for later notifications.

3. Factory sends a response message to the Observer that
contains the EPR of the service instance that has just
been created.

4. When execution of the service ends, the Instance sends
a notification message to the Observer containing the
result data that is produced as a result of successful
task completion.

5. The Observer sends an acknowledgment to the service
instance indicating that it has received the result data.
Upon reception of the acknowledgment, the service in-
stance expires.

For concrete details regarding the three components, a
study of [5] is suggested.

Figures 1 and 2 provides a general overview of the
core architecture of the asynchronous Mob-WS middle-
ware. The HTTP and UDP interfaces waits for incoming
HTTP/UDP requests from the clients. The Mob-WS client
could send a request either over HTTP or UDP since the
Mob-WS invocation is independent of the transport proto-
col. The client’s request, when reached at the server, is del-
egated to the Request Handler that determines the request
type, that is, asynchronous or synchronous. In case the re-
quested message is directed toward a synchronous service,
the control flow continues as described in [3]. Else, the
Request Handler passes the message to the ASAP Handler
which decides if the message is meant for the Factory or the
Instance. For instance, figure 3 depicts the service creation
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) request intended
for the Factory. After determining the proper recipient of
the requested message it is passed to the Factory or Instance
for further processing. The Factory or Instance performs the
requested task and sends the result back to the ASAP Han-
dler which further passes it to the Response Handler. The
Response Handler after receiving the response data from the
ASAP Handler, sends it back to the client over any transport
protocol preferred by the client. The Mob-WS that are ini-
tiated at the time of start-up communicate with the Deploy-
ment Interface to serve the client request. This is however

vital to note that as soon as the asynchronous Mob-WS is
invoked, the client is notified about the status of the service.
This releases the service client from blocked state whereas
the service continues to perform its tasks at the server.
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Figure 1. Architectural Distribution over
ISO/OSI Refernce Model

Following section will now present the service deploy-
ment process. For the details of dynamic service manage-
ment, the reader is recommended to study [1].

3 Service Deployment Process

Every service whether synchronous or asynchronous is
different in its nature and the task that it has to perform. A
single asynchronous service could be invoked by providing
different sets of input data each time. Similarly the data
contained in response message from the service may also
differ depending upon the context service is used in. Since
the request and response data of each distinct asynchronous
Mob-WS differs due to variable contextual environments,
therefore a standard data representation to fulfill the needs
of all asynchronous Mob-WS is not possible.

As a part of service deployment, the proposed mid-
dleware defines two types of data representations, namely
“Context Data” and “Result Data”, which are to be defined
by the developer in conformance to the application and ser-
vice requirements (refer to figure 4).

3.1 Context Data

The input data that differentiates one execution of an
asynchronous service from another is referred to as the Con-
text Data. It is left for the service developer to create Con-
text Data representation for the required services that has to
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Figure 2. High-Level Architecture of Mob-WS Middleware

be developed based on the application requirements. The
complexity of the Context Data is directly dependent on
the complexity of the asynchronous service i.e it could vary
from a single string to multiple custom defined classes.

The asynchronous Mob-WS middleware enforces no re-
strictions on what a Context Data shall contain. The only
requirement, however, is that the Context Data should sup-
port a serialization and de-serialization process in order to
convert it from SOAP envelope to the class object and from
the class object to SOAP envelope respectively.

3.2 Result Data

Result Data is produced as a result of successful com-
pletion of the asynchronous Mob-WS. It is also possible
to have partial Result Data even during the course of ser-
vice execution, but this depends upon the capability of the
service, the application requirements and the frequency of
Result Data updates needed. In case the service makes the
partial Result Data available, it is possible to salvage this
Result Data even if the service terminates abnormally with-
out completion.

Similar to Context Data, the only requirement here is to
support a serialization and de-serialization process in order
to switch between representing the Result Data from SOAP
envelope to the class object and from the class object to
SOAP envelope respectively.

3.3 Asynchronous Service Creation

An asynchronous Mob-WS is a corner stone of the en-
tire system. It is initiated and executed as a thread, which is
the primary difference between the synchronous and asyn-
chronous Mob-WS. The asynchronous Mob-WS is made a

thread because that enables them to be controlled and mon-
itored and to be in variable states during the course of ex-
ecution. Every asynchronous Mob-WS should include an
invoke() method that receives an Instance object as
a parameter. This is the Instance object that invokes the
service and will be accessible by the Observer(s) via its
EPR for controlling and monitoring the service.

This asynchronous Mob-WS implements all its business
logic within its invoke() method. The data to work on is
retrieved by fetching the Context Data from the Instance
object received as a parameter. The service developer is
provided with the luxury to make the service such that the
clients are able to fetch Result Data as it is computed even
during the execution of the service or to limit them to only
get the Result Data once the service has completed its task.
This is solely dependent on the service requirements. In
case the service should make partial Result Data available
even during the course of service execution, then it should
directly work with the Result Data object of the Instance
as shown in the code snippet below. As clients can access
the Result Data of the Instance, they would be able to
retrieve partial Result Data even if execution of the service
is underway.

// Partial Result Data available
...
Instance.resultData = new ResultData();
Instance.resultData = computeSomeThing();
...

If the requirement is to make the Result Data available
only after the completion of the service, the service should
work on a separate Result Data object and assign it to the
Instance after completion as illustrated in the code as
follows.



<SOAP:Envelope
xmlns:SOAP="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
xmlns:wsa="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/08/addressing"
...>

<SOAP:Header>
<wsa:To>http://comnets.rwth-aachen.de/soaprpc</wsa:To>
<wsa:Action>

http://comnets.rwth-aachen.de/InNetCom
</wsa:Action>
<wsa:MessageId>

uuid:cfdd9643-ffffff2c-1fc4bec-20b457d8
</wsa:MessageId>
<wsa:ReplyTo>

<wsa:Address>
http://comnets.rwth-aachen.de/NetworkObserver

</wsa:Address>
</wsa:ReplyTo>

</SOAP:Header>
<SOAP:Body>

<InNetComRequest
xmlns="urn:Services" id="o0" SOAP-ENC:root="1">

<ServiceType xmlns="" xsi:type="xsd:string">
Asynchronous

</ServiceType>
<MethodType xmlns="" xsi:type="xsd:string">

Factory
</MethodType>
<createInstanceRq xmlns="" xsi:type=":createInstanceRq">

<StartImmediately xsi:type="xsd:boolean">
true

</StartImmediately>
<ObserverEPR xsi:type="xsd:string">

http://comnets.rwth-aachen.de/NetworkObserver
</ObserverEPR>
...
<Name xsi:type="xsd:string">

InNetCom
</Name>
<ContextData xsi:type=":ContextData">

<!-- Complex Data Elements -->
...

</ContextData>
</createInstanceRq>

</InNetComRequest>
</SOAP:Body>
</SOAP:Envelope>

Figure 3. Service Creation SOAP Request

// Partial Result Data not available
...
resultData = new ResultData();
resultData = computeSomeThing();
...
// After the end of service business logic
Instance.resultData = resultData;

In order to deal with any malfunctioning that might
occur during the service execution, the entire business
logic of the service should be implemented inside a
try-catch block. In case an exception occurs, the
service should invoke the ChangeState() method of
the Instance that would change the service state to
closed.abnormalCompleted.aborted. As a re-
sult the Instance upon receiving this information, passes
it on to the client Observer(s) along with any partial Re-
sult Data that might have been computed.
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Figure 4. Serialization and De-Serialization
for Data Representation

public void invoke(Instance instance) {
try { // Business Logic }
catch(Exception e) {
...
// Invoking ChangeState event
instance.ChangeState(new ChangeStateRq(
"closed.abnormalCompleted.aborted"));
}}

3.4 Observer Configuration

The Observer acts as a client to an asynchronous
Mob-WS and provide means for proactive and reactive
communication with the Instance. Proactive commu-
nication encompasses activities such as creating SOAP re-
quests, sending them to the Instance, receiving the re-
sponses, parsing these responses and processing the relevant
information extracted from these response messages as per
requirement. Reactive communication means receiving no-
tification messages from the Instance, parsing these no-
tification messages, and sending appropriate acknowledg-
ment response messages.

The SOAP messages to be sent are distinct for differ-
ent asynchronous service. Furthermore, even the SOAP
messages that are to be sent to two different Instance(s)
of the same asynchronous service are different, since each
of these Instance(s) work on a different set of Context
Data and will eventually generate different Result Data. In
order to ensure that the service developers do not have to
change the main Observer component even for invoking
the same asynchronous service with different Context Data
values, the task of creating specific SOAP messages is ex-
tracted from the Observer and assigned to another object
called ObserverConfig.

Therefore, after having the data representation and cre-
ating the asynchronous Mob-WS, the service developer
would also have to create the ObserverConfig class in
order to specify the SOAP messages that are to be sent to
the service.



4 Prototype

The asynchronous Mob-WS middleware could be a po-
tential foundation for several application domains. One
such domain is network performance optimization based on
in-network computations. As a special case, we will fo-
cus on the WSN. WSN are no longer limited to being data
networks where sensors merely act as a source of data. In-
stead, these networks are increasingly being developed and
deployed to fulfill application specific tasks.

A proof-of-concept application prototype of the pro-
posed asynchronous Mob-WS middleware has been devel-
oped at Chair of Communication Networks (ComNets)1 to
perform collaborative in-network computations with WSN
as its special case. The application scenario is depicted in
figure 5. It has been assumed that the asynchronous Mob-
WS middleware is deployed on the collaborative compu-
tation nodes within the WSN which are better equipped in
terms of processing power and battery consumption than the
ordinary sensors. An asynchronous Mob-WS is developed
and deployed on the middleware that utilizes the environ-
mental data obtained from the spatially located sensors to
perform complex computations. These computations could
vary for different application scenarios. Since in WSN, the
real time data that is obtained by the computation node from
the sensors may change during the time long-lived complex
distributed computation is performed, therefore, the mid-
dleware is used to monitor the state of computation and to
keep track if the data used for computation is up to date. In
case new sensor data is available, the computation node is
informed by sending a control message with latest data as
context data within the message so that the most recent en-
vironmental data is utilized for computations. This control
and monitoring is done by peer computation nodes within
the WSN in order to perform collaborative in-network com-
putations. Once the service ends, the analyzed result could
be send to some higher hierarchy as result data to further
evaluate network performance.

5 Performance Measurements

Results as depicted in figure 6 show that the major pro-
cessing cost takes place during the protocol and service
type identification and response process. This is because
the underlying protocol is identified either by parsing Web
Service Addressing headers in SOAP message request (e.g.
in case of UDP [4, 3]) or by checking for HTTP headers.
In the current implementation, Bluetooth transport binding
(planned for future publication) also exists, and therefore,
a Bluetooth request is also identified by SOAP parsing that
adds to the cost. In order to provide the flexibility of mul-

1http://www.comnets.rwth-aachen.de

tiple transport protocols for service consumption, each re-
quest has to under go such protocol identification process
since the SOAP message could change accordingly [4, 3, 6].
The service type means synchronous or asynchronous re-
quest. In case of synchronous requests, the processing be-
comes relatively simple when compared to asynchronous
due to difference in SOAP message sizes, their structures
and complexity of architectures. Identifiying a service type
is also a process involving SOAP message parsing, for in-
stance as in figure 3, looking for the <ServiceType> and
<MethodType> tags in SOAP requests.
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Figure 6. Asynchronous Service Creation
Processing Latencies

Similarly, all these factors count towards constructing a
response. The middleware has to take care of underlying
protocol preferred by the Network Observer and construct
the SOAP message accordingly. The transmission mecha-
nisms for different protocols also differ that affects the pro-
cessing latencies.

The asynchronous request handling is a process of iden-
tifying if it is a creation, control or monitoring request,
whereas, the SOAP message parsing is a process of recog-
nising what actions to perform and operating accordingly in
relevance to the service the request has arrived for. It was
observed that the processing latencies of SOAP message
parsing and response generation are directly proportional to
the complexity of Context and Result data, whereas the pro-
tocol/service identification and asynchronous request han-
dling latencies show a slight change. Exact ratio of change
cannot be presented with current results.

It can be easily observed that the emulated performance
turned out to be promising with maximum latency figure
of aproximately 56 ms. The performance of asynchronous
Mob-WS on real devices is still an open question and there-
fore a comprehensive research is planned to be published in
future.
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6 Conclusion and Furture Work

In this paper, a concept and architecture of an asyn-
chronous Mob-WS middleware is introduced that discusses
the idea of deploying long-lived complex asynchronous
Mob-WS on mobile devices. Since mobile devices are in-
creasingly becoming powerful in terms of storage capac-
ity, processing power and battery consumption, therefore
deploying Mob-WS on these devices will enable them to
become service providers in addition to service consumers.
Furthermore, the middleware architecture is shown at the
higher-level and control flow within the major components
is described. The presented middleware enables control and
monitoring of long-lived asynchronous Mob-WS and there-
fore forms potential basis for innovative mobile applications
covering variety of domains and reduces development cost.
A prototype of network optimization has been developed
and discussed with WSN as a special case.

As a part of future research, performance evaluation of
the asynchronous middleware is planned. Moreover, re-
search in the direction of service composition and service
collaboration is underway in order to innovate collaborative
P2P applications. To enable complex network optimiza-
tions, the middleware is planned to be utilized as a resource
management utility within the network. Application proto-
types for specific domains will also be developed.
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